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1. Introduction 
In [4] it is shown that the minimization of predicted miss (cf. [l, 51) for a partially 
observable linear system with control actions in the unit cube leads to the following 
stochastic differential equation for the best estim’ate & of the state &: 
di, =L(t)& dt+B(t)u(t, i,) dt+K(t)G(t) dw,, (1.1) 
where ( 1~~) is an r-dimensional standard Browniarm otion and L(t), B(t), K(t) and 
G(t) are continuous matrix valued functions of size d X d, d X m, d X r and r X r: 
respectively. G(C) is the covariance of the observation noise, assumed nonsingular, 
while K(t) is the gain matrix. u( t, x) has the components 
40, x) = -sign( bi( t)) sign((&, x)), i = 1, . . . , m, 
where b(t) = B’( t)5, and & is a nonzero vector evolving in a continuously differenti- 
able way in time. If the nonlinear drift terln were not present, equation ( 1.1) would 
have a unique strong (i.e. adapted ‘to ( w,)) so’tution for any initial value. In the 
presence of the nonlinear term we: could find a weak solution by means of the 
Girsanov measure transformation method (cf. [lo, 61) provided K(t)G(t) has rank 
d for all t (or, somewhat weaker, B(t) = K(t‘G(t)@(t) for some matrix function 
e(t)). But this would mean that the dimension of the observed vector, which is r, 
should be at least a!; large as the dimension of the state vector, which is d, and, 
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moreover, that the observation matrix F (in dq, = F( t)[! dt+ G(t) dv,, the equation 
for the observable output) should also have rank d. 
There is, however, a way of avoiding this unpleasant assumption. It is based on 
the observation that actually the nonlinear term is only a function of the l- 
dimensional statistic (&, &). We shall do the analysis in a somewhat more general 
framework. 
Consider the stochastic differential equation 
db=f(t,S)dt+g(t,&)dt+cr(t&dw,, ()sts T, tozx. (1.2) 
Let us make the following assumptions. Denote by C” the space of W-valued 
continuous functions on [0, T], endowed with the sup-norm topology and with the 
natural filtration (%: ). 
(Al) f:[O, T]xC”+Rd is measurable, adapted to (Vf) and satisfies the Ito 
conditions 
If& xl -f(h Y)l sG Kllx - y/l,, (1.3) 
If(4 HI 6 K(1 +Ilx(lA (1.4) 
for some constant K (with llxll, = supo5 sS,[~.5[r 1 l 1d enoting Euclidean matrix norm). 
(A2) a:[O, T]x C“ --*R” X R’ is measurable, adapted to ((8:‘) and satisfies the Ito 
conditions ( 1.3), ( 1.4). 
Let C’*” denote the space of all functions 50: [I), T] XRd + IP which are once 
continuously differentiable with respect to t and twice with respect to X. We shall 
use the following notation: 
, i=l,...,q, j=l,...,d; 
i.j 
Note in particular that, for scalar ~0, GQ is a row vector. 
(A3) There exist measurable functions y: [0, T] x VP + lRd, yN: [O, T] >’ Rq + II?. 
N=1,2,...,and cp~C’*’ such that the following holds: 
fi) g(t,x)=y(t,(g(t,x)) for all (.t,x)E[O, T]SP. 
(ii) The y”(t, z) are bounded by a constant uniformly in (?, z> and N, and they 
satisfy the Ito condition (1.3) with a constant K = KN depending on N 
(iii! For a-e. 0~ t 6 T there exists a set I; in R4, Lebesgue measure 0 such that, 
for 2 6z /;. 
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(iv) For all (t, x), 
IdO? x>l+ IWf, x>l+ Ibl(~9 x)1 s iu( 1+ IxIP), I = 1, . . . , q, 
for some nonnegative integer p. 
(A4) Denote a = m’. Then there exists a (measurable, ( Y&-adapted) diagonal- 
ization C(t, x)A(t, x)C’(t, X) of V&, x,)a(t, x)[V(p(t, x~)]’ (i.e. C orthogonal, A 
diagonal) such that $( t, X) = C( t, x)A ‘12( t, X) satisfies the Ito conditions and admits 
an inverse #-‘(t, X) satisfying the polynomial growth condition (iv). Moreover, the 
(unique) strong solution ( Yr) of 
(where ( Gt) is a q-dimensional Brownian motion) has, for t > 0, a distribution of 
Y, which is absolutely continuous with respect o q-dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
Apart from the technicalities, the decisive assumption is that the nonlinear drift 
term g can be expressed as a function y of the statistic cp( t, x), and that y itself can 
be approximated locally uniformly by smooth functions a.e. on (t, z) -space. For the 
example considered initially, p(t, X) = (&, X) and (AI)-(A3) are trivially satisfied if 
we take 
r(& z) =B(t) sign(b(t)) l (-sign(z)) 
(where $$( b( t)) is tilde column vector with components jign( bi( 1))) and approximate 
-sign(z) by the functions 
( tA = indicator of A). (A4) reduces then to the requirement hat 
+‘(t)=~~K(t)G(t)G’(t)K’(t)S,>O for all 06 ts T. 
For this implies that Y, has a density for all t > 0 (cf. [6]). 
Let us now formulate the result we are going to prove. 
Theorem. Under assumptions (Al )-(Ad) equation ( 1.2) has a weak solution. 
2. Some prerequisites 
Let us begin with some general remarks on Ito processes. Suppose that on some 
complete probability space (0, @, P) there is given an r-dimensional Wiener process 
( w,, 9, j, 0 s t s T (with 9$ containing the 9-nullsets), and let (&) be a q-dimensional 
Ito process given by 
&=&J+ 
I 
‘A,(w) ds+ 
t 
B,,(w) dw,, 0s ts 7-I (2.1) 
0 I 0 
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The (q X 1) - respectively (q X r) -matrix valued processes (A,) and (B,) are supposed 
to be measurable and adapted to (9,) and satisfy the following conditions: 
EIA,(wjl dt < 00; (2.2) 
It can then be shown (cf. [12], [lO, Theorem 7.173) that 1; &(N%(o) ds is actually 
9f-measurable for all Z. Hence we may find (Sf )-adapted processes ( Ct) and (A,), 
C, orthogonal and 4, diagonal, that diagonalize B& : 
B,(w)B:(o) = C,(o)A,(w)C: (w) a.e. 
for almost all t (cf. [lo]). There [exists then a measurable process (l?J (with values 
in R4 X Ry) on C4, adapted to (%y+ ), such that 
fit(+)) = c,(w)n :‘* (61) 
for almost all (t, o) (cf. [ 131). For simplicity, we require right now (it is not yet 
necessary at this point,, but we shall need it in the lemma anyway): 
E,(x) is nonsingular for all (f, X) E [0, T] X C9. (2.4) ; 
It can then be shown that there exist a q-dimensional Wiener process (i$, 9;) 
and a measurable ( %y+ )-adapted process (A,) on C4 such that A,( 5) = E{A@‘f } 
a.e. for almost all z and the representation 
6=&+/~; &(Ods+[~; &6)d% 
holds (cf. [lo, 123). 
Suppose now that 
&(x) satisfies the Ito conditions (1.3) and ( 1.4). (2.5) 
Let (v, j be the (unique) strong solution of the equation 
I 
t 
% = 50 + &tl) d6, 
0 
(2.6) 
and denote by pLs and CL,, the measures induced on Cy by (&) and (q,), respectively’. 
We need one more assumption: 
(2.7) 
IASBBIW. Under assumptions (2.2)-(2.5) and (2.7) pE is absolutelv continuous with 
respect to j+ : pf (c ps. 
’ Apparently it sufices to require (2.4 A 5, pi-ax. 
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Proof (cf. [lo, proof of Theorem 7.21, [7, Chapter 111.21). Denote 
PSX) = &’ (4&x) (2.8) 
(if (2.4) is required only A 0 ps-a.e., put pi(x) = 0 on the exceptional set). For 
y1= 1,2,. . . , define 
( 
i 
inf 
1 I 
TV T: ’ kW)l’ds = n 
0 I 
9 
7, = 
T if 
I 
Tlp,(x)/2ds<n, 
0 
and 
A? (x) = ~~t<s,,~xJ&~), By (x) = 1 [~=+“(x)i&~), 
Pj”‘(4 = l[r~-r+“(r,#w)~ 
Then 7, is a (%f)-stopping time, (Al”)), (I?~“‘) and (pj”‘) are measurable 
( WY+) -adapted, and 
Al”‘(x) = B:“‘(x)/~~“‘(x). (2.9) 
Let 
I 
51”) = &,+ ’ A:“‘(~) ds+ 1 I S:“‘([) dr3,, q-jl’) = &+ c ’ B’$(q) dG,. 
Jo Jo 
Then, since 55”) 11~‘-‘7,~= &l[,~7,,1 (and same for @)), 
Jo 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Next we note that the solution to (2.11) is pathwise unique. This is true since, for 
t s r,,, any solution to (2.11) solves (2.6) and is constant for t > 7,. Since 
P [I ’ IP~n’(~‘“‘)12 cftS n 0 I = 1, 
it follows that 
E exp f ’ j3i”‘(,$“‘) dG* --$ [I J ’ Ip;“‘(E’“‘)12 dt = I 0 0 I 
(cf. Theorem 6.1 in [lo]) and, making use of (2.9)-(2.11), we may argue as in the 
proof of Theorem 7.18 in [lo] to show that ~~‘8 - pV (“1 with densities given by the 
appropriate exponential p( n]). 
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Observing that 6(@(u) =6(w) on the set [o: T,&) = T] and q(“)(o) = v(o) on 
[w: T,,(W) = T], we find that, for any measurable P= C9, 
P#j = &(T, 71, =T)+cL~(~,~,<T)=cL~(.~(~,~,=T)+cL~(I;~,<T) 
= 
I 
p’“’ dp,p + p(( I-, T,, c T) 
fn[T”=T] 
Now, if p?(r) = 0, the first term in the last line vanishes and 
as n --* 00 by virtue of (2.7j and (2.8). 
3. Proof of theorem 
. 
(For notational simplicity for scalar q.) Denote gN( t, x) = yN( t, q( t, x)) and let 
(6;) be the (unique) strong solution of the equation 
=&,+FN(t)+GN(t)+BN(t), (3.1) 
where the random functions F”, GN and BN are defined in an obvious manner. 
By Ito’s formula, the process X,” = cp( t, &“) satisfies the equation 
X7 =(P(%&I)+ t[cp:(s,S~)+Vcp(s,fr)f(s,SN)+:tr3~~s,fCl)a(s,5N)1ds 
I 0 t 
+ I Vds, &“jgNO, Si”> ds+ 0 I 
I 
his, S%is, tN) dw 
0 
=q(O,&,)+~N(tj+eN(t)+~N(t), (3.2) 
with !? etc. again defined in an obvious manner. Consider now the random functions 
@” =(4”, XN, F”, G”, BN, ~“, IN, B”) 
with values in C4’d+“. We shall show that the sequence GLV, N = 1, 2,. . . , is tight. 
To this end, note first that under assumptions (Al), (A2) and (A3j (ii), (iv), for 
every nonnegative integer m 
m”ll:“‘~ CAm) (3.3) 
(cf. [2]L where the constant lCI( rn) depends only on K, d, r, T and the initial value 
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to. From this, 
Let now HN(t) =& hN(s, tN) ds stand for any of the random functions FN, G v, 
fiN or GN. Doing a little exercise in Holder estimates we obtain that, uniformly in 
OsssttTand N=1,2,..., 
EIHN(t)-HN(s)14d(t-s)3E ’ IhN(r,rN)14dr 
I s 
I 
r 
s C3(m)(t-s)2 Et 1+ l~~Nll?7 dr, 
s 
where the integer m may be different for FN, etc. Hence, from (3.3), and taking 
the maximum of the four C’Jm) values, 
EJHN(t) - HN(s)14s c4(t-- ~)4. (3.5) 
Similarly, if MN(t) = 1: mN(s, eN) dw, stands for either BN(t) or gN(t), 
I 
t 
EIMN(t)-MN(s)14s6(t-s)r’d3 ElmN(r, eN)14dr 
s 
~@--s)C5(m) 
I 
’ E(l+[]~N]~~m)dr~C,(t-~)‘. 
S 
From (3.5) and (3.6) it follows that 
(3.6) 
for all OssstsT such that t--s<1 and all N-=1,2,..., with a constant C7 
depending only on d, r, K, T and &). This implies that the random functions @“, 
N=l,2,..., are tight in C4(d+1) (cf. [9]). Hence we may extract a subsequence 
(N’) = (N) such that the aN’ converge to some limit <P in the sense of weak 
convergence of measures, and, by Skorokhod’s imbedding theorem (cf. [lo]), there 
exist processes 
all defined on the same probability space, such that &N is stochastically equivalent 
to QN and 8N’ --) 4 a.e. in the nor’n of Cjtd +I! Note that all relations between the 
components of QN are preserved for the sN; in particular, (3.1) and (3.2) continue 
to hold, and cp( t, $’ ) = 2;“. For more details cf. [2,3,8,9]. Hence, rehbelling, let 
us assume henceforth that QN -, @ a.e. in the norm of C4(‘+‘) for some limit process 
@ = (5, X, F, G, B, F, e, 6). It then follows that 
Tr=So+F(t)+G(t)+B(t), (3.7) 
xt =cp(O, &-J+~(r)+&t>+s<~>* (3.8) 
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Moreover, the estimates (3.3)-(3.6) carry over to the limit: 
Eii~l~f” s G(m), EllMf” 6 G(m), 
El)i(t)-H(~))~~ C,(~-S)~, E(M(z)-M(s)/~~C,(~-S)~ 
f 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(H any of F, G, e, 6, and M any of B, 8). Finally, for all t, 
X = Q(G&) a.e. (3.11) 
It can be shown (cf. [2,8]) that B(t) = (B(t)‘, 8(t)‘)’ is a continuous vector valued 
martingale with respect to the filtration (&,) = (a(&, X,, B(s), g(s), s s t}) whose 
quadratic variation is given by (B), = I:, Z( s, 5) ds with 
W, 5) = 
44 5) a(s, 6)vQ’(S, 6s) 
vQ(S, &b(s, 6) vQ(S, &)a(% 6:)vQ’k 6s) * 
Let C( s, &A (s, q)C'( s, 6) be a (measurable and (Sfl) -adapted) diagonalization 
of Z(s, 6). Adjoining an independent (d + @dimensional Brownian motion, we 
obtain the representation 
B(t)= 
I 
I 
C(s, o~I"'~(s, $) diii, 
0 
for some Wiener process ( t$, g,) (with respect to which 6, X, B and fi are 
nonanticipative) (cf. [9, 12]), and, by Lemma 10.4 in [lo], adjoining one more 
r-dimensional Brownian motion, we arrive at the representation 
(3.12) 
for some rdimensional Wiener process ( 6,, gr) (again Z; X, B and fi are adapted 
to (9,)). So we find that the martingale terms in (3.7) and (3.8) are of the desired 
form. 
Let us now turn to the drift terms. Let H and hN be defined as above. Since, 
by (Al)-(A3) (ii), (iv) and the uniform convergence eN + 5, 
s~p,s_~- Jh” (I, (“( @))I< 00 for almost all w, it is easily established that H(t) is 
absolutely continuous with probability one: 
I 
H(t)= 
I 
Ii(w) ds 
0 
(cf. [8]), with measurable 6 (=any of fi 8, lt ) and 
j&, w)l” = fl$ A-jlH(f + A) - H(r)lJ 
for almost ail it, w), from which, by Fatou’s lemma and (3.10), 
(3.13) 
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Further, it is easily established from the uniform convergence tN + 6 that 
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I 
I 
F(t) = fb, 5) ds, 
0
I 
r 
P(t) = [Q% &)+VQ(S, &)fh 6)+4 tr AQ(s, &)a(s, 01 ds. 
0 
From (3.7), (3.8) and (3J2) it follows then that G(t) and G(t) are adapted to (g,). 
Hence, by Lemma 5.2 in [lo], we may assume that $j(s, o) and g”(s, O) in the 
representations 
r 
G(t) = I 
I 
&a 4 Js, 6(t) = I g”<s, 4 ds 0 0 
are adapted to (5,). Collecting the results, we find that 
is an Ito process of type (2.1). Conditions (2.2)-(2.5) and (2.7) are satisfied b;y 
(Al)-(A4) together with (3.9) and (3.13). Consequently, by Lemma 1, px << CL>*, 
where Y is given by (1 S). By virtue of (A4), Y, and hence X, is (for t > 0) absolutely 
continuous with respect o Lebesgue measure. Hence, by (A3)(iii), for s > 0 
rNh XY ) + yh X.J a.e., 
whence, by virtue of (3.1 l), 
for almost all (s, 0). This implies that for all t 
I 
I 
GNW+ G(t) = gh 6s) ds 
0 
in probability. So, finally, 
&=&I+ 'fW)ds+ ‘g:s&)ds+ 
I I 
a( s, 5) d 6js a.e. (3.14) 
0 
for all 0 G t 6 T, and, by continui(iy, (3.14) holds for all t with probability one. 
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